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HUMANITIES HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
Going Underground! To investigate the industrial revolution and its impact on city life and transport and describe the reasons behind the
development of the London Underground.
Geographical Skills and Knowledge Study
To learn about how the suburbs became the city and map a local walk and journey on a map using compass points, with a key and
directional language.

ENGLISHFR
Key texts: Krindlekax - Phillip Ridley, The Story of the London Underground - David Long (non fiction), The Seed that Grew the tree
-by F. Waters
Outcomes: Poetry - list poem (with rhyming couplets), Adventure story - suspense

MATHS
Multiplication and Division Consolidate 2, 4 and 8 times-tables, Comparing statements,Related calculations,Multiply 2-digits by 1 digit (1),Multiply 2-digits
by 1 digit (2),Divide 2 digits by 1-digit (1),Divide 2 digits by 1-digit (2),Divide 2 digits by 1-digit (3) Scaling
Length and perimeter Measure length, Measure length (m), Equivalent lengths - m & cm, Equivalent lengths -mm & cm,Compare lengths, Add lengths ,
Subtract lengths,Measure perimeter ,Calculate perimeter

SCIENCE Light
Recognise that plants need light in order to see things and that dark is the absence of light. Notice that light is reflected from surfaces. Observe
that light is reflected from surfaces. Recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways to protect their eyes. Recognise
that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is blocked by an opaque object.

COMPUTING - Programming Sequencing sounds: Pupils explore the concept of sequencing in programming through Scratch, The final project is to make a
representation of a piano using Scratch.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: SEE, SEND, SPACE Use running, jumping, throwing and catching. Play competitive games, modified where appropriate. Apply
basic principles suitable for attacking and defending.BALANCE, CHOOSE, LINK - Develop a broader range of skills and link them to make sequences of
movement.

RE Concept - Belonging. Unit of Work: Worship  (Islam)

PSHE - Personal Social Health Economic:
Living in the Wider World: To understand the link between being paid to do a job and having money to spend.To make consumer choices and explain their
decisions.Online Safety- how to stay safe online. Keeping Safe: How to stay safe on roads.

ART & DESIGN and DESIGN TECHNOLOGY:
Key skills - Light and Dark, Shadows, Cross-hatching   Key Artists - Cezanne

MUSIC: Music tech: sampling / samba compositions about the London Underground

FRENCH- Recognise ten instruments in French with the correct definite article/determiner. Learn to use the 1st person regular verb ‘je joue’ (I play).
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